
Rental Items Guideline 

 

Damaged Rentals or Improper Handling and Use 

Table Linen/Cloth 

Linens are to be returned dry and free of food, wax and other debris.  Any linen returned to us 
with tears, rips stains, mildew, candle wax or other damage will be subject to a charge equal to three 
times the normal rental amount in addition to the original rental charge.  

Wax Damage to Linens - If damage or stains occur which require extra cleaning, client will 

be notified and billed of such services within 10 days after the event. Such damages would 

include wax stains. This is the most common cause of damages to linens. All candles must be 

in a glass container or set on a mirror, candle stand, glass or protective cover to eliminate 

wax spills on the linen. No candles are to be placed directly on the linen without an 

appropriate holder. If burns occur, the item is considered damaged, and must be replaced. If 

there are any wax stains at all, even a small dot, the item will be considered damaged and will 

also need to be replaced.  

Ink Damage to Linens - Ink and marker stains will not come out, so please do not provide 

coloring books for children on tables that you have rented linens for. Butcher paper from the 

craft store is more appropriate. You can still create a centerpiece for the children’s table to tie 

it in with your other guest tables.  

Chocolate Stain, food pieces, rips and mildew to Linens - For clients renting linens: 

Rituska Inc offers a plastic table covering rental for $8. to be used under the chocolate 

fountain. This will prevent permanent damage to our linen and possible replacement fees to 

your account. If the client refuses the covering, the client assumes full responsibility for the 

chocolate stains and the replacement fee starting at $40-$80 for each table linen affected.  

Food & Liquid Stains – we understand that this is unavoidable during your event. Most of 

the stains are readily removed by washing and dry-cleaning. However, any heavily stained 

linen must be received by us no later than 3 days after the event. If we are not able to pick up 

and customer doesn’t drop off or ship it to us in the 3 days period, customer will be charged 

full cost of the linen. 

Chair Covers & Chair Sashes 

Rituska Inc is not responsible for damages resulting from improper use of chair covers. For 

Example: Chair covers can become crowded when too many chairs are placed around a table, 



and your guests will inadvertently step on each other’s chair covers or rip them when they 

get up. 

 Ensure Proper Fit - Please be sure of the style and size of the chair at your facility. 

Banquet chair covers do not fit folding chairs, and vice versa. It is important to find 

out at least 90 days in advance about your chair style, so that we may reserve them 

out of our stock accordingly. If Rituska Inc discovers that the chair covers were used 

improperly, we will seek compensation on replacement of the damaged chair covers. 

This includes: rips, snags, stains, and seams ripping etc. 

 Condition - Since Rituska Inc does have a strict damage policy, our chair covers are 

in new, excellent or good condition when rented to our customer. Condition of the 

cover depends on the length of service of the chair cover. Small discrepancies or 

shoe marks on the bottom of the chair cover are normal and you will not be charged 

for covers returned in good condition with minimal shoe markings. So understanding 

these rules, a tiny unnoticeable mark on the bottom part of your rented chair cover is 

considered good condition. We will use common sense when assessing returned 

items. Damage fees are not part of our business, and we try to avoid this if possible, 

they will only be assessed if damage is visible and extensive.  

 

Table Top Rentals 

Glassware/Flatware/Dinnerware/ Chocolate Fountains & etc. Rentals - Does not 

include:  setup of the items on the tables, napkin folding, food handling, catering duties of 

any kind, including: table bussing, replacing glassware, dinnerware or flatware back into 

crates, beverage handling or setup of coffee urn or punch fountain. Caterer must monitor 

glassware/flatware usage and replenish the buffet/guest tables as needed during the event. 

All items must be free of debris and liquids before returning. All glassware and food 

service equipment must be returned rinsed, and packaged in the 

containers/packaging in which they were delivered to you in.  If you cannot rinse 

these items or want us to do it, please tell us at the time your order is confirmed and 

we will add a dirty dish charge. 

 Please discuss these services with your food provider. If the items are left in a full/dirty state 

Rituska Inc will charge a fee of $25 per item unless dirty dish charge was agreed upon. Deep 

cleaning of catering items is performed by Rituska Inc using professional means and the 

items are not to be dismantled by you or your food provider. 

 

Centerpieces 



Candelabras -Candles are not included with the rental.  Only drip-less or mechanical candles 

may be used on our candelabras. If candelabras are returned with wax residue, a $25 cleanup 

fee per candelabra will be assessed.  

 

 

I, _____________________________ am aware of 

Rituska Inc Rental Item Guidelines and Polices and 

understand that if I fail to return rental items in 

appropriate conditions and any of the signs listed above I 

will be charged full price of this items. 

 

I, ________________________________ authorize 

Rituska Inc to charge my credit card for the full price of 

above mentioned items per Rental Agreement signed 

earlier. 

 

 

Signature_______________________________ 

Customer Name Printed __________________________ 

Date _________________________________________ 


